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ASSU Matchmaker Pairs Entire Female
Campus with David Gobaud

While
organizers
initially
dubbed the premiere of the ASSU
Matchmaker Service a success,
reports of tampering have led
students and administrators alike
to question the effectiveness of the
What is Sarah Palin
service.
Writing on Her Hand?
By Valentine’s Day, it appeared
(see the slideshow online)
that over two thousand individuals
had registered for the free service.
Students first began to suspect
foul play, however, when several
students’ “Top Three Compatibility
Pairings” consisted of minor
variations of the same individual.
The consensus among students
gathering in White Plaza was that
Facebook Feeling Pressure
everybody received a variation of
From the Fast Growing Group: David Gobaud, Monsieur Gobaud,
‘1,000,000 Members and
or “Good ol’ Dave.”
Whispers
of
tampering
Facebook Has to Go Back to
increased
when
it
became
apparent
Old Format’
that only female entrants, the
So far 35 people have joined, mostly
from the Southworth Middle School
majority of whom do not recollect
network

Alarmed school administrators
offered several public statements
throughout the day to quell the
restless student body. Student
and Activities Leadership (SAL)
director Clancy Chao stated,
“Clearly the service was not

‘It was probably just a bug’
- David Gobaud

David Gobaud with his many valentines
picked by ASSU Matchmaking.

signing up for the service with
their SUID, received pairings.
The majority of male entrants did
not receive pairings, and instead
received notification that they were
“incompatible with every female at
Stanford.”

Mathematicians Discover New “160 Proof,” Get Totally Wasted
ATLANTA, GA—Last week,
at the 4th Annual Conference of
Mathematicians, Brent Foster of
Arizona State University shocked
the mathematics community when
he presented his new form of proof.
“For years, mathematicians have
searched for new ways to view
the world,” explained Foster. “We
have looked for new approaches to
problems and for novel techniques
to solve our problems. Up until
now, we have been unsuccessful,
relying on antiquated mathematical
processes such as ‘induction’ and
‘contradiction,’ but today I will
share with you a revolutionary
technique—the ‘160 Proof.’”
Foster went on to explain
how the “160 Proof” technique
would place problems in a new
perspective—how it would quench
a thirst for knowledge and would
enable mathematicians to see
problems they didn’t even know
existed.
Foster presented the
example of Fermat’s Last Theorem,
the centuries old math problem that
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That is some crazy math. Images start to appear when you start the 160 proof.

still has no simple solution. “So....
you seeee...I...[hiccup]...I have
applied the 160 Proooooffff, and
now, now the Theorem tastes....
it...it looks...beautiful! It...it all
makes sense now. Of COURSE
it’s a triple...what else would it be?
So you see...the truth....the...the
160 Proof solves...it...it solves the
problem perr...perrrfectly, wanna
start somethin’?”
Foster continued to solve three
more “unsolvable” math problems,
including what many considered
to be a brilliant proof for P=NP,
and then passed out in the corner.

“Yeah, Foster did some intense
math. He crashed hard—but that’s
what happens when you prove too
much. You have to be careful not
to take math too far,” explained
Mary Peterson, professor emeritus
at Dartmouth.
Towards the end of Foster’s
presentation,
the
other
mathematicians in attendance tried
out the 160 Proof for themselves.
Though the events that took place
afterward are still a little hazy,
everyone
remembers
having
a statistically significant time.
(Adler)

legimitate, for even I received
different versions of Mr. David
Gobaud.”
When asked why
a forty-nine year old school
administrator had signed up for
a matchmaking service targeting
college undergraduates, Chao
declined to comment.
When Gobaud was approached
about the incident, he said, “It
was probably just a bug in the
software.”(Tanabe)

Vancouver Welcomes CrossCountry Snowboarding as
Newest Olympic Event

Evolved from the everyday
jostling of the lift lines, crosscountry snowboarding has taken
the Vancouver Olympics by storm.
This recently added Olympic
event pits snowboarding dude
against snowboarding bro for five
kilometers of flat raceway. Unlike
the grueling exertion of crosscountry skiers gliding atop the
snow, cross-country snowboarding
requires a nuanced muscle
coordination necessary to maneuver
the extremely awkward position of
having one foot strapped into the
snowboard and the other free to
push. Norwegian cross-country
boarder Gilliam Foundry had this
to say for aspiring boarders, “Just,
like, keep going.”

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your answers to flipside@stanford.edu. The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!
Last Weeks Winners: Puzzle Challenge: Cecilia Corral
QUOTE: “Mistress Barbie comes in 3 new styles! Presidential Mistress, Gubernatorial Mistress, and Professional Golfer Mistress.” - Mattel

REBUS PUZZLES

NUMBERS

Can you guess the common word
or phrase portrayed below?

24,301

last weeks answers: TOODLES, SUM 41, WALKING ON THIN ICE, IONIZE

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

The number of people on ChatRoulette right now. This
means you have a small, but very real chance of randomly
chatting with: A)Your roommate, B) Your ex, C) Your
parents, D) A Person who you would definitely not want
to know that you are on this site. This also means there’s a
very large probability you will end up chatting with: A) A
bored, awkward looking guy, B) A 45 year old man looking
for random love. Armed with that knowledge, keep chatting away and making odd remarks and friendships with
complete strangers. Next!

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to
decode the message or quote below. HINT X=O

AT QXV’UZ SXL EUZERUZO LX IZ YUXSP, QXV’BB SZNZU MXWZ VE
YALJ RSQLJASP XUAPASRB. - FZS UXIASCXS
LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: I WANT TO HANG A MAP OF THE WORLD IN MY HOUSE, AND THEN I’M GONNA PUT PINS INTO ALL THE LOCATIONS
THAT I’VE TRAVELED TO. BUT FIRST I’M GONNA HAVE TO TRAVEL TO THE TOP TWO CORNERS OF THE MAP SO IT WON’T FALL DOWN. MITCH HEDBERG

The Stanford Flipside

row, and 3x3 box has the
SUDOKUSudoku 9x9 - Puzzle
numbers
5 of 51-through
Easy 9.

Fill in the grid so each column,

Level: You know, for kids!
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Unscramble these four ordinary
jumbles, and use the letters in
circles to answer the final question.
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SUDOKU PROVIDED
BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
www.sudoku-puzzles.net
Note: All names and stories are fictional, unless public figures are being satirized.
Remember, these are all jokes. To contact us, email flipside@stanford.edu. For more
information and more content, visit stanfordflipside.com.
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